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1. 

THE CHIMPANZEES OF TYGERBERG ZOOPARK 

CHIMPANZEES IPon troQlod'ylo'j- mao', cIooo" IMO\l r.>oi"". 'Xli" on """"0-
1lI'''''' """~ ... TI>e,. ~ ... ""Ied 10 bo orOy """ !I«'" "'~>¥'''nQ ch<mpo"". 

From .............. - ""'",. you .....,. _', ,r ."'-""."..,.,."' '0'1.,1 _ CO"," 
A'",," ,.,.;'....-n'-> h ..... (>0", """"""led mo.on/)' b)' .....,.., "" • • """",,_ """"'~ 10. 
'00<1 ...., 0<00 .,oloe_ "" m>n Tho _ •. ""*" found on "'" moth.", "''''' to 

"",,10 '" ''''' ....... , '" thO ""'"' ..... mal doolor. """''' 'om ,..ood .. 1 "_m" 
Europo "'''0'''',,;;. _'.naIr/y '" me<loc.1 ", .. ",ct>, = ond in _y omoll romboo", as 

pr""" pot> sno. tho ""-" of "" CITES AGI, _ prevon" tr_ " oroan-
<}O'od ___ I"'<>Opt bo""_ ceoo ....... """ '"'" _~ ",""""olanO 1·_ 
",,,,, •• r. 00" _ ... "" 0( .. pI .. po< •. wr.ch""",~ dIo b", "".nond .... 0< 

"'" ' liod ..... n 'hoy Ill'< oIdor and bee""", 0QQrM"". 0"" cil\cuo '0 'onbl T"", 
i. ooe of ,"" down _. of". CITES Ac1' 

Many moo" won<lor.!>out the c""'" of the ""Ill' pon' 1_ '0 ""'"""') ""'9"" 
" •• >Io"~ '" flo "",r oft .... lorn'" O~, .. It ~ NOT 0 t.mouror ~a'Nth "''''y 
1Jnd. i<1 foc,"xoct~ 'Ot CVPOt'1e. Tile "",,""y ""PO"'""". and ""-ran;:" of 

tho '''~ <I000I0. thol ... '",,,Ie ,. .., f ..... _~ """",.", Md ;, r •• "., to t>e 
"",1<Od. It" doroctiy >I""''''' ty "'" Ie.,,_ m'",,~u.1 eye .. 1""<:11 ~ OOO'm •• y '16-
" daYSI. TIliol<.t>o<.<" lod"",, .. , """'" oroco ".d. "Thero Ii<Jl1or ,"- 9'_ 01 
God 'P r. b<.O k< 0"" II"flOII A f<",'" C~"'''''''''''' r<lrmaly ~_ t>01h '" """ 
~ """'>' "'-" or t .. yom Th<y.re ,." ... I y rn ..... aL8 yo.,. lor _" .. >rod 

1 0 yo.,. b< ~. but . ro "'" fLAy ITOWI' ""j ow..< ,. ,...,. '" 'il< 
~."" ... haw boo>n knaWn '" I ..... ""'II .. 50 Y'''' • 
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endearment to animals by designing the products in an anthropomorphic way and to 

make the animals look aesthetically appealing (see pictures 2, 3, 4. opposite). Through 

the seUing of souvenirs, zoos demonstrate to the public that taking part in animal 

conservation and supporting animal rights is encouraged by zoo owners and invite the 

public to partake in this effort by contributing firnmciaUy through buying souvenirs. 

This kind of consumerism does not stop with the buying of souvenirs. People 

participate in events which are promoted as fund·raising for conservation. Personal 

friends of mine go to the aquarium regularly to watch concerts intended to support the 

aquarium's aims. Big corporations such as Old Mutual make significant contributions 

to environmental conservation programs, for example, by funding the education 

department in the aquarium and so gain credit for what is viewed by society as a 

positive contribution to the welfare of animals in particular. and to the world 

ecosystem as a whole. 

As mentioned, one oftI}e ways the zoo's educational agenda is presented to the visitor 

is through the signs in front of tile cages which give the visitor certain educational 

information. One of tIle main messages from signs in Tygerberg Zoo Park is the 

promotion of human compassion towards animals that have been hanned by other 

people or that have been harmed by circumstances such as war. (see pictures 5, 6, 

opposite) 

However, what people learn in the zoo does not necessarily confonn to what the 

owners of tile zoo intend them to learn. The educational aim of tIle zoo is to aHow 

visitors to acquire scientific information about animals through actual tangihle 

experience, .. vhich, it is believed, will in tum cultivate awareness and concern with 

regard to environmental conservation. The spontaneous interests of children and 

adults proved to be different to those offered by the zoo's educational agenda, or 

those intended by the school curriculum. 

The different kinds of interests the visitors pursue in tIle zoo, as well as tIle subliminal 

messages received, are affected by preconceived knowledge about 'animals' and 

'nature' that tilters into people's pool of knowledge through an ongoing exposure to 

the media and to literature. In the next section I look at the influence media and 
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literature have on people's knowledge of animals and of 'nature' and the influence of 

this knowledge on what people learn in the zoo. 

Preconceived Ideas About 'Animals' and 'Nature' 
Inspired by Television and Literatur~ 

Physically living away from some animals does not mean that this part of the 

environment is conceptually undeveloped. Although personal experiences or second 

hand experiences of most indigenous species are not part of everyday life for many 

who live in Cape Town, alternative visual experience is available. Hundreds of 

children"s books feature animals as the main or marginal characters; television 

--------- - programs educate some of the population about-the~natural environment' of various 

species; school teaches children about animals as part of sciem:e studies; cyber space 

allocates room for an environment - related discourse. By the time a child, or an adult 

for that matter, visits the zoo, the individual's pre-constructed knowledge 

accompanies the experience. The experience in the zoo then is not only related to 

other inputs; it is dependent on, as well as complementary to, other forms of 

experiences related to animals. 

Television 

The way in which television programs are selected for broadcast is indicative of the 

interests of the producers but also the interests of the public, since it is the public that 

the producer is trying to satisfy. Preston and Kerr (2001) identify two main influences 

which impact on television's program content development processes: First, national 

political, economic and cultural factors are of great influence on the development of 

television's program content. Second, producers and consumers play an active role in 

shaping program content. Essentially, the development of television program content 

is a social process. 

The exposure of animal - related informative and conceptual knowledge made 

possible by the media, makes the media fundamental to the bridging of physical 

borders. The media become important agents in the construction of people's cognition 

in that they expose viewers to that which is beyond their own concrete experience, 

limited as it is to their immediate physical and cultural environment. However, since 
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what is produced is a reflection of what is demanded, and there are currently so many 

wildlife programs available, it is clear that knowledge about what is perceived as 

'natural' or 'wild' is something people want to engage with. "The development of a 

new product is ultimately a process of negotiation between different constituencies 

and the development of content is fundamentally a social process" (Preston and Kerr 

2001:110). 

Serpell and Paul (1996) view the role of these educational programs as "ethical" and 

claim that by bringing the private lives of other species into people's immediate 

consciousness, natural bistory-programs represent one particular form of"ethlcal 

bridge building" in relation to j)COpJe's attitudes to animals and 'nature'. The need fo~ _______ . __ 

"ethical bridge building", however, is real precisely because some animals are not. 

What I mean by that is that the animals presented in these educational programs 

would not be part of the viewer's life, if not for the programs. The programs then, 

create a particular kind of knowledge that represents current environment and animal 

conservation discourse with regard to the human-animal relationship. However, 

natural life programs are designed to portray animals in a way that captures the 

viewer's attention and do not necessarily reflect exactly how animals live at any given 

moment. For instance, filming lions lying around for hours would not be captivating 

for the viewers. That is why producers film lions and other animals when they are 

active, hunting, building a nest, and so on. These programs then create an impression 

that animals are more active then they really are. This creates expectations and thus 

disappointment when visitors at the zoo rarely see lions active in their enclosure, or 

birds dancing in front of a potential mate. 

Many children in South Africa today are exposed to a large variety of educational and 

entertainment programs through satellite technology and through local television 

channels. Many of these programs carry messages about animals and many of them 

use animals for education or entertainment. For example, Cartoon Network is a 

channel which many children I know have access to and which broadcasts cartoon 

programs twenty-four hours a day. Most of the cartoon characters use animal imagery. 

At times (as I show below) some of the cartoon characters are associated by children 

with the animals they represent. 
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Visiting a preprimary school as well as talking to school children (six to ten years old) 

revealed the popUlarity of television series that include animal images which, 

although not realistic, stiU resemble animals that live in forests. Different educational 

programs available to children are designed to teach children about animals whether 

in the wild, in the zoo or game parks, and so on. Although nature - related education is 

not integrated officially into the national curriculum (partly because the curriculum is 

still being developed and a final draft is not available yet to schools), teachers and 

principals buy books such as Bright Idea: Inspirations for environmental education 

by Wade and Hughes, or educational cards which are developed by institutions such 

as"The National Botanica11nstitutions, "Primary 'Science 'Program and'Center ror 
Community Development, in order to integrate environmental study into the school 

curricula. According to the School Development Unit at UCT, such books and other 

similar publications are widely used by local primary schools. Hence children's ideas 

of how animals look and behave is largely informed by selected educational books 

that, although not meant to distort reality, nevertheless limit the child's ideas about 

animals in their natural environment. 

Children'S literature: 

Factors in addition to television contribute to such knowledge; literature, especially 

children's literature, is another significant channel through which information and 

meanings about animals are conveyed. The use of animals in literature was also 

recognized by the International Conference on Children's Literature in 1996. One of 

the statements made at this conference was "Animals have spoken to us for thousands 

of years and win continue to speak to us" (Machet Olen, Van Der Walt 1996 :167). 

For 2000 years animals have been used in children's fantasy literature. An 

anthropomorphic tradition, in which animal fantasies flourished, was part of a rich 

folklore common to the entire Indo-European world. Legends such as 'Beauty and the 

Beast' are examples of such stories. Wamer{l995) explains the use of the 'beast' 

(originally resembling a bear) in this legend as a tool to convey the message that 

visible outer monstrosity may mask something beautiful. Hence the idea of an inner 

beauty is attached to animals through stories and influences children's perception of 

animality. Further comparison between human nature and animals' nature is common 

in children's stories such as 'The Ant and the Grasshopper'. The ant is portrayed as 
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Prevention of Cruelty to Animals), is in the shape of a dog and a cat and next to it is a 

little girl with a cast on her leg on behalf of a charity organization for children that 

suffer Cerebral palsied. It is no coincidence that both children's and animals' 

organizations use the same symbolic tools to atttact people's sympathy and 

compassion. The little girl with the cast on her leg symbolizes helplessness and 

dependency on the charity of adults. The little animals are meant to arouse the same 

feeling of sympathy for those that cannot survive without the help of adults. Thus 

children and animals share a similar social status. Both are needy and under adult 

supervision, both are not fully adapted to human social behavior, and both are 

irrational and do not have full cognition or control over their behavior. 

A practical example I witnessed of the use of anima to teach children in an 

anthropomorphic manner was the puppet show at the Bee Fann. The story included 

two children who were helping the bees to find a home. The bees' social structure and 

social behavior were presented to the children by bees that could talk and had facial 

expressions. By giving the bees human personalities and motivations, the children 

could relate to the story and participate in different parts where there was a dilemma 

to be solved. The children also associate the ideas of a bee with a similar social order 

to that of humans. Similar shows are made available at the Aquarium in front of the 

seal's tank where children can hear a story and then express their impression of what 

they learn through some creative activity such as drawing. Watching children 

listening to the story in an environment wberethey could also see the animals in their 

realistic form, I could see that after children watched the puppet show they were more 

enthusiastic about the animal they learnt about. This enthusiasm was reflected in the 

way they drew the animals and during play when they enacted the animals and 

exchanged knowledge about them. In this case the children received a more rounded 

idea of the animals since they were exposed to it through anthropomorphism but also 

had the opportunity to see the seal in its real form. 

As a mother I find myself using stories to deliver moral messages or a life lesson to 

my daughter. I was advised by my mother to tell Michaela a story that would teach 

her about the concept of a lie. My mother's wOlds were: 
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Michaela does not understand that lying is wrong. She is too small to see the 
bigger picture, and the implications of her actions. Ten her a story that she can 
relate to and then use this story as a reference to remind her what happened to 
the characters in the story when they lied. 

I took her advice and invented a story in which I used animals she loves as characters 

since her interest in these animals made her more curious and attentive. The story 

allowed me to deliver a message that otherwise would be more complicated to 

communicate. Explaining to a four year-old child the significance of truth in relation 

to human relationships is an abstract concept that can be quite complex. But a simple 

story.can.describe.a situation she can identify with.anda message she can understand 

Whereas in the past animals in stories were anthropomorphized, some writers ofthe 

20th century make a particular effort to be true to the animal's life style. This shift 

took place on the basis of the argument that distortion generates ignorance with regard 

to the true nature of different animals' behavior and the result is that children get the 

wrong idea about the behavior of animals (Machet, Olen, Van Der Walt 1996). 

Looking at children's literature available in the stores, it is clear that parents are 

involved in the child's reading material because they are the ones who choose the 

books for the child or monitor what the child purchases. A sales person at one of the 

biggest book chains in South Africa estimates that ninety percent of children's books 

involve animals. Pre-school teachers also told me that most of the books for the 

children feature animals. A librarian in the Cape Town local library confirmed that a 

high percentage ofthe books in the children's (particularly young children's) section 

feature animals. Using animals also makes it easier for authors to cater for a larger 

range of reader since the images do not have to adhere to a specific racial or other 

particular category of human group. 

The stories, however, did not stay on the printed page. The invention of film and then 

television converted these stories to moving pictures, which brings us back to the role 

of the media as a carrier ofinformation. The role of the media then is tightly linked to 

the role ofliterature in the context oflearning about animals since both media and 

literature rely on similar narratives which carry a discursive message. Animals play 

one of two roles: one role uses them to deliver a human socio-behavioral message 
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puts them under the spotlight of animal rights and conservation, and the other. Both 

roles are didactic but one is aimed mainly at children's socialization where the other is 

aimed at both children and adults, putting forward a particular message regarding 

environmental issues and animal rights. 

Childhood lasts a long time and goes through many phases, and animals are used 

differently at different stages. In stories aimed at infants and small children, animals 

are more likely to be portrayed in an anthropomorphic manner. Later, animals are 

animals and human behavior towards them becomes the moral of the story. Hence the 

different influences of the media, literature~ and other sources ofinformation have an 

impact on the ways in which childre~ and later adults, relate to some animals. It is 

then clear that one should look at "the animal industry" as a composite because 

television, literature, formal education and the zoo aU base their message on 

conservation and animal's right discourse (which I explore in depth in Chapter Four) 

and all influence children and adults throughout their lives. 

Yet it seems that through this process some animals become more popular than others. 

For instance, it is common knowledge that shrimps are less endearing then a lion cub 

or a colorful bird These different attitudes to different animals materialize in people's 

behavior towards them in that there is less compassion and less interest in ensuring 

that the less endearing animals be preserved. 

Unlike the visual and audio experience received through literature and televisiop, the 

experiences in the zoo offers concretization of knowledge about animals. Visitors are 

able to engage with animals on a concrete and tangible. Nevertheless, this is not the 

only form of experience people have in the zoo. Social instruments, through which 

some preconceived knowledge is reconstructed and other aspects deconstructed, are 

employed by visitors as wen as by the institution. The processes of education in the 

zoo are usually indirect and thus some information is received subliminally. However, 

most of the education in the zoo is targeted at giving messages that relate directly to 

animals, whether factual information or behavioral guidance. The sections below 

demonstrate these points. 
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Socializing in the zoo 

As discussed above, the use of animals in the media or in literature does not 

necessarily aim directly at teaching about animals. Similarly, a great deal of education 

takes place within the family in the zoo, where the subject of education is not always 

the animals per se; there are instances where the animals are incidental and the 

education is about social interaction and social roles within the family group. 

Interestingly, there was no socialising, chatting or playing with other family adults or 

children. Children learnt that this experience is exclusive to one's own family groups 

and is not shared with other family groups. I suggest that the reason behind this 

reclusive behaviour is the initial purpose behind a family outing, namely, to spend 

quality time with family members rather then socialising with other families. This 

time together as a family is seen as constructive in that it provides an opportunity for 

family members to bond and experience themselves in the context of the family as a 

whole. The zoo offers this opportunity of family togetherness. 

Visiting the zoo in the context of the family has an influence on the reconstruction of 

meanings and knowledge of some animals specifically for young children whose 

behaviour towards animals in the zoo is influenced by older siblings and by parents 

through learnt behaviour as wen as through deliberate teaching. Here I am concerned 

with behaviour expressed through the relationship between social roles and the zoo 

environment, as wen as how these behaviour patterns shape knowledge and attitudes 

towards some animals. Given the urban context where human animal interaction is 

limited to specific animals such as pets, insects, birds and so on, the zoo is a public 

facility where human behaviour towards some animals can be demonstrated and 

taught to children in the context of the family. 

It is important to look at this type of behaviour in the zoo because it gives an insight 

into the different roles members of families' play in teaching children values about 

human-animal interactions and relations. People use the zoo as a place where they can 

enact and teach information that is not only empirical but also social and cultural. I 

demonstrate this point below. 
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Gender roles with regard to interaction with animals 

During fieldwork it was evident that men behaved differently from women during the 

time spent next to an enclosure. That was the case in the presence of children while 

women and men were fulfilling a parental role. Men seem to take the role of teaching 

facts or pointing out various animal characteristics that they regarded as important for 

the child to observe. The majority of mothers, on the other hand, expressed 

compassion towards the animals while drawing the child's attention, whereas fathers 

did not express such emotions at all. However, beyond the emotional demonstration, 

the majority of mothers were passive if the father was present. 

Women in the context of the family also related in a more anthropomorphic manner 

towards the animals in front of their children than men. For example: A family of 

three adults and two children (aged three years and five years) stopped next to the 

chimpanzee enclosure (no 21. See map p.54a). The parents talked to the animals and 

asked whether they were eating their salad However, the mother's way of asking the 

chimps was with an emotional tone of compassion as if she was talking to a young 

child. When the father pointed out a peacock to his children "Look at the big bird", 

the child's reaction was an enthusiastic "Wow". The children were imitating their 

parents' way of observing the animals and their parents' behaviour. The father was 

drawing the children's attention to the animal's gestures while the mother was passive 

in that respect but expressed care and concern for the animals' welfare. 

A comment typical of the mothers I overheard: when a mother expressed compassion 

towards a lion with a wounded ear for example, the mother did not simply point to the 

ear she also expressed her empathy. At the same time the emotional expression was 

not aimed at the lions but at the children, to whom the mother wanted to give a lesson, 

teaching them that there is room for human emotion towards an animal. 

On a different occasion in front of the cheetah's cage (no 9), two parents and one 

child (age: two years) stopped to look at the cheetahs. The father pointed at the 

cheetah. The mother looked around, rather than at the cheetah. The father talked to the 

child about the cheetah, describing to the child how it looks; the child listened and 

looked with curiosity. When the father had finished, they all left. 
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Next to the same enclosure, parents and three children (a three-month-old baby and a 

four year old and eight-year-old) stopped to feed the buck. The children saw the 

cheetahs opposite and shouted "Cheetah, cheetah". The mother did not engage with 

any animal-related experiences but was busy bottle feeding her baby. The father 

watched the cheetahs with the children. Later, next to the chimp's cage, the father 

interacted with the chimps while the children imitated its behaviour. The father gave 

the chimps food and then clapped his hand loudly and scratched his head to provoke a 

reaction from the chimps. After the father was instructed to stop feeding the chimps 

by the zoo manager, he proceeded to give one chimp a stick to help him retrieve a 

piece of sweet that had fallen outside the cage. The children imitated their father in 

their interaction with the chimps. 

It is clear from many such observed examples that fathers take a more active role in 

certain kinds of interaction with animals, interaction that is playful and observational. 

He is the one that draws the children's attention to the animals, explains their 

behaviour and tries to provoke some interaction by imitating the animals or by giving 

them food. The mother's contribution to the experience is her demonstration of 

affection towards the animals. She is also involved in taking care of the children. 

Mothers' demonstration of affection occurred not only when the father was present, 

but also when mothers came with other mothers and children, or on their own with 

their children. Usually, a mother would use endearment towards the animals to draw 

the child's attention. Such was the case with a mother and her one year old girl when. 

after a short time spent next to the chimp's cage, the little child communicated her 

desire to leave. The mother's reaction to the child wanting to leave was an attempt to 

draw the child's attention to prolong the stay: "Oh look at the baby ... shame". The 

child then said 'hello' to the chimps and laughed at the chimp hanging from the rope. 

Despite the pronounced differences between the parents' behaviour, the children were 

not selective but imitated both parents. 

Mostly it was the fathers who made the decision when to leave one enclosure and 

move to the next That does not necessarily mean that fathers were leading the family 

as part of their general behaviour. Rather. that in these specific contexts they were 

more active in front of the cage and it was more likely that the mother would wait for 

them to be done seeing that the mother was a less active participant. The distinct 
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difference between fathers and mother's behaviour in the zoo suggests that children 

learn social behaviour during the visit in the zoo. The playing out of gender roles by 

parents' influences the content of what children are 'taught' about appropriate 

behaviour and attitudes to some animals. In the observation of parents' enactment of 

gender roles, knowledge is constructed about the way interaction takes place with 

animals in the zoo: children.learn thltcompassion towards animals is typical of 

women, whereas factual information and active interaction with animals in the zoo is 

behaviour that is performed by men. The men and women observed in this study 

appear to confirm conventional patriarchal gender stereotypes. 

Siblings' roles in the family 

During their visit to the zoo, different family members took different responsibilities 

during certain activities. In many families with very young children as wen as older 

children, the older children often looked after the younger siblings and in some 

instances took it upon themselves to teach younger children and/or to discipline them. 

It is not uncommon that in a place such as the zoo children get lost when wandering 

away from the family group. So older siblings as well as parents partake in looking 

after the young children. 

We have seen gender differences where fathers were more active and involved with 

drawing the children's attention and/or interacting with the animals while the mothers 

sometimes took care of the young and sometimes remained passive. It was at those 

moments, when younger siblings did not behave as was expected by the family, that 

older siblings stepped in. In some instances older siblings tried to draw younger 

children's attention to a certain animal. For instance, in one family of three adults and 

four children (aged: six, eight, ten, and thirteen), the youngest child in the group tried 

to draw the older children's attention to the springbok but he was ignored. After a 

while the older children realised that the youngest's interests were different from the 

others as he did not pay any attention to the cheetahs, like everyone else. The older 

children then persuaded the younger child to look at the cheetah and despite his 

continuous gravitation towards the springbok, he eventually gave up and joined the 

older children in front of the cheetahs. So older children (not necessarily siblings but 
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of the same family group), like the adults, found it important to bring the young to 

participate in their choice of interests. 

Other similar attempts took place. For instance, a mother who visited the zoo with her 

fourteen year old daughter and her four year old son was quite indifferent to the 

children's whereabouts. The girl voiced her objections to the lack of her brother's 

interest in observing the animals. She said to him: "We are just going to go home 

because you're not looking at the animals", The girl found it unacceptable that the 

boy was not taking advantage of the opportunity to look at animals with her and felt 

he must participate in this experience or else there was no point in it at aU. The older 

sister in this case took upon herself a disciplinary and educational role. She was 

putting pressure on the younger child to participate in the family activity and to make 

use of the opportunity the visit allowed. 

In some cases older children's interest in the younger children's whereabouts was 

encouraged by parents who consulted the older child about when to move to the next 

enclosure. In this respect fathers usually asked the older child whether he/she is ready 

to move on. The younger child was made to follow the older child's decision. One 

example of such interaction: A few minutes after arrival, the father of a seven year old 

girl and a four year old boy asked his daughter if she wanted to leave the 

chimpanzees' cage. The girl said she did and the younger boy was hurried along 

despite his objections. 

Looking at the examples above. it is apparent that the desire to collectivise seems to 

drive siblings to pun in those that deviate from the rest. If a decision was made by one 

of the family members the rest had to fonow even if they disagreed or they did not 

make the decision. The family acts as a group and the togetherness ofthe group was 

acted upon by an members of the family. Adults look after children to ensure their 

safety while older children make sure that younger siblings learn to take interest in 

what the older ones find interesting, rather than find their own subject of interest. 

Participation in the family activity was'important and was demanded from all 

participants, though not always in the same ways. Where older siblings exercised 

some choice, the younger siblings were pressured to fonow the group whether they 

liked it or not. 
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Older sibling's involvement in directing younger siblings towards some animals or 

encouraging younger sibling to participate in the group activities provided 

information which shaped perceptions of which animal is worth looking at and how 

one should behave in the zoo. Importantly, this behaviour also gives information 

about the role of siblings in the context of the family. Older siblings teach younger 

siblings that there exists a hierarchy in the family where younger children must listen 

to older children and older children must take responsibility for young children. 

The visit to the zoo thus allows the space and time for a visiting family to teach 

children about some animals that are usually not part of their immediate environment. 

The visit to the zoo and the interaction with animals in the context of the family is 

used as a vehicle to construct knowledge and meaning with regard to social roles and 

values. In some cases social roles in the family context are directly related to the 

human-animal interaction where compassion and care are involved. In other cases 

parents and siblings use information about animals and observation of animals to 

teach younger children social roles in the family. Power differences are also 

communicated during these various interactions. Gender and age are shown to 

influence the exercise of individual agency in human to human interactions. 

Reconstruction of knowledge and meanings in the zoo 
, 

As discussed, Tygerberg Zoo Park is designed to be a space where visitors can 

acquire factual information about animals. It is also designed to communicate the 

involvement of the zoo with animals' rights and conservation. Yet while some of the 

zoo owner's educational messages are met, others are only partially met and some 

unintended knowledge is also embedded through visiting in the zoo. 

The following analyses will assist in understanding the types ofkllowledge acquired 

by visitors, namely, the knowledge intended by the zoo owner, the knowledge that is 

only partially received by the visitor and the knowledge that is unintended by the 

owner yet received by the visitor. I also discuss the processes through which visitors' 

preconceived knowledge is reconstructed, through processes of socialisation. 
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Realism - Knowledge offered by the zoo owners and received by the visitors 

The objectives of the Tygerberg Zoo Park's owner, as wen as the Aquarium 

management's, are to provide a realistic presentation of animals to people for whom 

these animals are a novelty. Realistic knowledge of animals is also desired by the 

visitors and influence preconceived knowledge of animals. It was obvious that the 

children's encounter with 'real' animals at times concided with their preconceived 

ideas constructed by literature or the media. Young children in the zoo often made 

comments such as "Look there's Simban or "Hey Daffy Duck". One girl told me that 

her favorite animal in the zoo is a swan because she has a book in which a swan is a 

hero. My daughter has a book caned Monkey Do in which a young monkey leaves his 

cage in the zoo in the morning to help people in the city and at night the monkey goes 

back home to the zoo where his mother is waiting for him. With this notion in mind, 

Michaela associated the little monkeys with the monkey from the story and asked me 

whether the little monkeys also come back to their mother after they help people in 

the city. I am not suggesting that children do not know that zoo animals are different 

from some anthropomorphic images they are familiar with. Children bring with them 

previous experience and knowledge of animals and thus associate that knowledge 

with the new experience. Seeing the animals in the zoo influences their preconceived 

ideas and adds a realistic understanding and meaning which is incorporated by the 

child into an overall understanding of what constitutes their environment. 

The experience in the zoo, like other experiences away from home, is not entirely left 

behind at the zoo; some aspects of it are taken home. This practice of souvenir taking 

or picture-taking is typically conducted in relation to a journey whose destination is 

exotic and separated by space and time from the familiar environment (Dannison 

1996). To be able to make a link between those two spaces, an object or a picture is 

taken from that which is a far-away space to the space which represents everyday life 

experience. It is important for people to make this link since the only time their 

knowledge of animals is concretised is during a visit to the zoo or to a game reserve. 

The presence ofa souvenir in the home environment symbolises one's concrete 

experience of some animals and is used as a reminder in the home environment of the 

existence and needs of animals. People want the presence and memory of the 
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experience since it adds concrete value to the conceptual knowledge of some animals, 

necessarily limited in an urban environment. 

Many visitors I observed collected objects during their visit. One of the popular 

objects available was peacock feathers. For example three little girls (age 8 years) 

stood outside the cafeteria holding peacock feathers and eating ice cream. When I 

asked, "What are these feathers for?", they replied: "We are taking them home to put 

in our room so we can remember this day". 

More commonfor-adultswas1:heuse ora camera for1:hispurpose. Thirtypercent of 

the families I observed had a camera or a video camera and were taking pictures of 

animals in enclosures. No pictures were taken of animals out of the enclosures, which 

reinfoR:es my claim (see below) that animals out of cages were not unique to this 

setting and therefore did not constitute a unique experience, which was therefore not 

'worthy' of being recorded. 

Some children drew the animals in their notebooks: one little girl, probably about nine 

years old, came to the zoo with her grandmother. Holding a drawing book, sitting on a 

bench in front the cheetah, she sketched the cheetahs in their various lying positions. I 

asked her why she was drawing the cheetahs and she told me that she would keep that 

drawing to remember her visit to the zoo with her grandm'Jther. 

There also exists the option of a ready-made souvenir one could purchase from a shop 

in the zoo. The Aquarium too has a wide selection of products and according to the 

cashier I talked to, many people buy souvenirs every day. 

In the act oftaking a symbolic representation of the distanced space, a physical as 

well as cognitive connection is established, one that is personal to the individual, as 

opposed to second hand information available through the media. This personal first 

hand experiences adds the memory of the space and selective animals to the familiar 

home environment. Hence the visit to the zoo is not merely time spent as part of a 

tourist interest in animals that is a part of a visit to Africa or a pleasant family outing. 

The linkage between a realistic experience of animals in the extraordinary experience 

in the zoo, and people's personal living space, is very significant in that it fulfils a 
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cognitive and emotional need with regard to the process of attribution of meanings to 

animals as part of knowledge construction in relation to the envirorunent. 

Selective observation - Knowledge only partially met 

The camera is used by visitors in the zoo to frame specific animals they personally 

choose. The choice of what to frame and take home is significant in that it gives an 

indication as to what people regard as interesting, or worth remembering, or 

interesting for other people to see. From my observations of people taking pictures of 

anim~ils I found that the most attractive animals were the lions, the cheetahs and 

various monkeys, particularly the chimpanzees. The bear was also photographed and 

so were the vultures and the snakes. Animals such as ducks, peacocks and ostriches or 

birds outside of enclosures, are more common outside the borders of the zoo. Since 

those animals are more common, visitors did not bother photographing them, which 

therefore omits them from the home envirorunent. These choices are not made by the 

designer of the zoo but by people who are influenced by preconceived ideas. Acting 

upon these preconceived ideas perpetuates a cycle where the parent's choice can 

potentially influence their children's choices later on with regard to what animals are 

valuable enough to be photographed. The zoo designer has some influence over 

people's choices in that in the first place the designer chooses what animals are 

available to be photographed. But this influence is only partial since personal choice 

is exercised that is not necessarily in compliance with that of the zoo owner. 

Adults also direct children in the zoo to observe animals they think are interesting. On 

many occasions children find animals such as a buck, or a bird attractive and try to 

attract their parents' or grandparents' attention to these animals. Most of the time the 

parent's reaction was to direct the child's attention to animals considered more 

'interesting' or 'exotic', such as a bear or a lion or chimpunzees. The child then 

followed the parents to watch animals the parent found intriguing. For example, on 

one occasion a mother and her three children were walking down the path between the 

cheetah's and buck's enclosures. The youngest boy (five years old) tried to draw his 

two brothers' attention to the buck. His brothers made it clear that buck are not 

interesting but the cheetahs are worth looking at and pulled him continually until he 
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eventually succumbed to their pressure and left the buck's enclosure. We see that not 

aU the zoo owner's educational intentions are fulfilled and some are left unattended. 

Parents or siblings use the occasion to socialise the child how to behave towards 

different animals. The majority of parents I observed treated the monkeys as if they 

understand human language, and attribute human agency to the monkeys' behaviour. 

The human like qualities were what made monkeys entertaining. For instance next to 

the chimpanzees' cage (No.16) a family approached the cage and greeted the animals. 

The mother then asked the chimp whether she likes her salad and when the chimp 

nodded the family aU laughed because they thought the chimp had said • yes '. During 

fieldwork I did not encounter attribution of human agency to any of the marine 

animals. 

Given that the majority of children I observed imitated their parent's behaviour while 

standing next to an enclosure. I assume that they learned from them to attempt to 

communicate with monkeys, as opposed to a lion or a cheetah or a shark where there 

was no such attempt. Children are usually fascinated with active animals whatever 

they are, whereas parents are interested in animals about which they have pre

constructed knowledge, which makes them attractive and exciting to watch. Those 

animals are typically big mammals and deadly reptiles as wen as the various 

monkeys. 

Although it is evidently the zoo owner's intention that all animals are part of the zoo 

and as such worthy of observation, I found that animals wandering about out of 

enclosures are hardly noticed by adults. For instance, on the top of one of the 

chimpanzee cages lay a large bird nest, about a meter in radius. Such a large nest is 

not something one sees every day, and in addition, the birds were still in the process 

of building it. Not one of the parents visiting that day pointed out this magnificent 

nest or the wonders of nest building. One or two children pointed out the nest to their 

parents but since not much enthusiasm was expressed by the parents, the children just 

moved on. The chimps, on the other hand, were never ignored. 
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Responding further to the physical architecture of the zoo, parents and older siblings 

try to direct little children in the direction of the enclosures. When a little child 

wandered around where there were no cages or simply did not pay attention to 

animals, he or she was disciplined or redirected. Since the zoo is designed as an 

exhibition, people behave accordingly and respond with interest to that which is 

exhibited, while ignoring that which is not purposefully displayed despite being 'on 

display' in the space. So the zoo architecture imputes a subliminal message as to what 

is worth looking at and this message is partially furthered by parents. For example the 

most popular enclosures were: 9-cheetah, 16-chimpanzee, 18-giant tortoises, 21-

chimpanzee, 22-monkeys, 28-monkeys, 29-monkeys, 30-monkeys, 65-monkeys, 77-

chimpanzees, 87-snakeslreptiles, IOO-wolves, 119-lions, 121-bears, 1 24-hyena (see 

map opposite). Other enclosures were not ignored complete! y but people spent less 

time trying to communicate with the animals, watch the animals or discuss the 

animals. It is clear that what people find attractive to look at is not exclusively 

influenced by that which is available in the zoo; rather, they act upon their personal 

interest. Those animals ignored or given very little attention were put there by the 

owner of the zoo for the purpose of education but that it is apparently ignored by the 

majority of adults. 

Knowledge unintentionally embedded through visiting the zoo 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the owner of Tygerberg Zoo Park 

aims to provide visitors with an opportunity to see live animals and at the same time 

to participate in the conservation of animal species. In addition, however, the visitors 

receive subliminal messages unintended by the designer of the zoo. The zoo 

contributes to what animals represent in the cultural context of western urban life, and 

the meaning people give animals within this context. For instance, the lion is an 

animal but it is also a symbol of power. Looking at or photographing a lion in the zoo 

is a personal experience of this animal and although the lion is in a weak position 

where it cannot exercise its strength, people still observe it with a sense of awe. 

Therefore it is not merely for the sake of making an idea into reality that people want 

to look at a lion, but also to experience the meanings that the lion as a symbol 

represents, such as strength and power. At the same time, by observing a powerful 
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animal such as a lion in an enclosure, one also experiences (notions of) human 

superiority and control over nature. 

This superiority relates also to notions of human obligations for the animals' 

happiness and wen being. For example~ during one of my conversations with the zoo 

owner one morning, he told me a "funny little anecdote" as he described it, about an 

old lady who approached him at the end of her visit and said she thought it was really 

nice that the lions were sitting outside in the open (that is, out of the cage): "Wen 

done for giving the Hons some space", John eventually understood that the lions were 

walking freely around the zoo and proceeded to warn everybody to get out as quickly 

as possible. The lions were returned to the cage by John and the manager of the zoo,_ 

much to their relief. 

The lions in the context of the zoo clearly represented different things to those who 

work with them and to a visitor who is a senior member of society. The old lady's 

perception was that these lions were tame. This space does not belong to the wild and 

therefore the animals Hving within its borders behave accordingly. But it is not only 

the behavioural characteristics of the lions that she assumed, she also made an 

observation as to the relationship between the lion and its owner. She morally judged 

this relationship to be appropriate due to the kindness she saw in the act of letting the 

lions "have some space". It is only within the context of the zoo that such moral 

judgements can be made, seeing that in the lions' natural environment humans do not 

have to show kindness. There it is more likely that the roles would diverge and it 

would be hoped that lions would show mercy towards humans. Thus there exists a 

separate moral code related to the relationship between people and animals specific to 

the context of a zoo, which is mostly visited by urban citizens. This moral knowledge 

is materialised in the zoo to some extent, as wen as deconstructed, since although the 

lady assumed kindness, after talking to the zoo owner she realised that in fact her 

assumptions were wrong and kindness was replaced by human error (I discuss 

morality related issues in more depth in Chapter Three). 
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There is also a type of knowledge about the animals in Tygerberg Zoo Park that is not 

intended but that I found peOple are very interested in. Out of the six different schools 

I observed during their visit t<;> the zoo, five groups had brought with them an 

assignment to complete in the, zoo. According to the teachers, the assignments were 

designed to allow the children to revise what they had learnt in the classroom about 

animals, a realistic componeni. The children completed their assignments, and 
I 

afterwards walked freely in th~ zoo asking their own questions and expressing their 

personal interests. The conversations children engaged in were not scientific. The 

children made comments such as "Look, he is spitting at us. Why is he spitting at us?" 

That comment was aimed at one of the chimpanzees in the big enclosure (no.16) that 

was spitting at the children. Children were amused by his behaviour and eventually 

gathered in front ofthe cage, curious to see what chimpanzee behaviour is all about. 

This eventually became a game where they waited to see when he would spit, and 

tried to run away. Their curiosity was related a personal behaviour of one specific 

chimpanzee. Often, if the animals did not interact with the children or were not active, 

the children would lose interest and move on. 

Another type of knowledge received by visitors with enthusiasm and keen interest 

was personal stories about the animals. During my conversations with the manager of 

the zoo, his assistant and the owner, I heard many stories about the personal histories 

of certain animals. For instance, I learned that one of the chimpanzees had a baby 

which had to be tended by the manager and his wife because the mother would not 

take care of her young. Later the baby was transferred to another zoo in Africa. A 

black lion cub was found in a Siberian zoo and was brought from Siberia by the 

owner ofthe zoo. The lama at the time hadjust given birth; the young survived but 

the mother died of complications during birth. Two chimps in one of the enclosures 

had a problem living together since the female saw John, the zoo owner, as the 

dominant male because of a tea party he and the female used to have as entertainment 

for visitors. John had to stop the tea parties because the female would not listen to any 

male and her behaviour caused aggressiveness and discomfort in the cage. These are 

just some of the many details of the animals' lives. I realised people's interest in the 

personal stories of animals when people approached me, assuming that they could ask 

me questions since I looked somewhat conspicuous sitting with my notebook next to 

the different cages. The visitors' interests related in the main to the animals' 
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1. INFOAMATION 11. FARMYARD 
CENTRE 74. LEMURS 

2. WHITE SPRINGBOK 75. LEMURS 
3. GEESE/CRANES 76. LEMURS 
5.· GEREOPSIS GEESE 77. CHIMPANZEES 
6. WATTLED CRANES 78. TOUCANS 
7. ZEBRA 79. BIRDS 
8. MONKEYS 80. RHEAS I EMU I BLACK SWANS 
9. CHEETAH 81. ZOO KITCHEN 
10. GIBBONS 82. HOUSE 
11. GROUND HORNBILL 83. CRANES 
12. DEMOISELE CRANES 84. HOSPITAL 
13. BLACK SPRINGBOK 85. VULTURES 
14. GAME CAMPS 87. SNAKES I REPTILES 
15. CRANES 88. BIRDS 
16. CHIMPANZEE 90. AlliGATOR 
17. ANTELOPE I CRANES 91. PELICANS' 
18. GIANT TORTOISES 97. PIGEONS 
19. BUSHBUCK 98. BIRDS 
20. MANDRILL 99. BIRDS 
21. CHIMPANZEE 100. WOLVES 
22. MONKEYS 101. WORKROOMS 

DAM 

23. OWlS 103. BIRDS 
24. LEMURS 104. DAM 
25. LEOPARD 105. CRANES 
26. LEOPARD 106. MINI ANTELOPE 
28. MONKEYS 
29. MONKEYS 119 . , 17 
30. MONKEYS 1130 • 
31 PYGMY MARMOSETS '-'-""- ---.. - ... --.-... -- ... --.. --. 
32. BIRDS 
33. OWLS 
34. OWLS 
35. LEMURS 
36. MONKEYS 
31. RED PANDA 
40. BIRDS 
41. MARMOSETS 
42. TAMARINS 
43. TORTOISES 
41. MINI ANTELOPE 

124 

125 

48. MINI ANTELOPE 107. MINI ANTELOPE 6 , 
49. MINI ANTELOPE 108. MINI ANTELOPE.. 1\ 
50. MINI ANTELOPE 109. WATERFOWL . 
51. WALK THROUGH 111. MINI ANTELOPE 

AVIARY 112. TORTOISES 
52. WIT AVIARY 115. BOMA 10"""",1<:"""." 
53. W IT AVIARY 116. BIRDS 
54. DEER 118. AVIARY 14 

55. RAPTORS 119. LIONS 
56. CRANES 120. OWLS 
57. PARROTS 121. BEARS 
58. BIRDS 122. BIRDS 
60. FLAMINGOES 123. BATS 
63. RAPTORS 124. HYENA . 
64. CAPYBARA I CRANES 125. SECRETARY BIRDS 
65. MONKEYS 126. KliPSPRINGER 
61. BANTAMS 127. TAMARINS 
68. BANTAMS 129. BIRDS 
69. WALLABY 130. SMALL CATS 
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behaviour and not so much to their diet or physiology. IfI told an animal's personal 

story, such as one of the above, a circle would form around me and more questions 

would be asked. 

It was very clear from this display of enthusiasm that visitors, whether school 

children, teachers, or parents, wanted personal or intimate knowledge about the 

animals they saw, especially the more popular animals, and showed little interest in 

reading the signs. And not only would they show great interest, they also shared their 

own personal stories. For instance, some children told each other scary stories about 

an encounter with the boa by a member of their family. 'Some children told stories 

about snakes they found in their garden and in their homes and some of the children' s 

experiences took place during a walk up a mountain or at a camping sight. Further 

indication as to the interest in the animal's personal behaviour was the type of 

questions children asked while watching some animals. For instance, while they were 

observing the bears having lunch some school children asked, "Why is the bear 

looking at us like that?" What is he doing with his nose? "Is he lonely?" "Where is he 

from"? 

It seems to me that what people looked for was not simply information but a story that 

defined the animal's personal situation. Such knowledge, they seemed to feel, would 

bring them closer to animals in the same way it would to another person. This 

intimate relationship with 'wild' animals is usually unavailable in an urban context 

yet it is to this kind of relationship that people attribute personal and identity 

meanings. The intimate stories gives meaning to the animal's identity; the encounter 

with the animal becomes far more meaningful if the animal is not a mere chimp but 

'Jean' who had a baby and was a 'bad' mother and her baby was taken away from her. 

A chimp like that you can gossip about at home with your friends. 

It is clear then that stories are told for a reason. 'Reason' is the force behind the 

construction of a meaningful description of some chain of events to form a story. 

Whether true to reality or the fruit of one's imagination, the meanings a story 

attributes to things are one of its contributions to the way readers or listeners interpret 

that which is around them as wen as interpreting themselves as operating agents. 
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Stories define our ideas about animals throughout childhood providing 

anthropomorphic or moralistic knowledge. When a child is taken to the zoo by his/her 

parents or by an institution, that knowledge is brought with them. This meaningful 

knowledge, constructed through literature and media, is challenged or confirmed in 

the zoo. Through the experience in the zoo some knowledge changes its meaning, 

and a very clear distinction is made between anthropomorphic ideas about animals 

and the realistic type of communication between people and animals. Indeed a process 

of deconstruction of meanings takes place. This process is desired by parents who 

visit the zoo with their children to introduce them to a realistic view of animals. It is 

not only that children learn to differentiate between what exists in reality and wbat is 

a cartoon character but they also learn to reshape their knowledge to suit the meanings . 

society gives animals regarding the relationship between humans and animals. When 

children learn from adults or other children what animal behaviour is amusing and 

which animals are less fascinating, this differentiation reinforces symbolism in a 

subliminal way. Whereas from a book children learn that a boa can choke them to 

death, from visiting the zoo the child can learn more than a mere fact; the child learns 

appropriate behaviour towards animals. 

The attribution of meaning through knowledge is a process of socialisation through 

which distinctions are made between what selections of knowledge are important and 

meaningful. worthy oflearning and memorising, such as the knowledge offered in the 

classroom; and what does not constitute knowledge, such as the behaviour of one 

monkey that spits. This process also draws lines that form a connection and 

continuation between the ways in which animals are experienced at home or in the 

classroom, or through the media. Hence the zoo provides concrete experience of 

animals - not merely the option oflooking at real animals but also experiencing 

behaviour towards animals, behaviour around animals, and the position of domination 

on which basis this experience takes place. 
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Conclusion 

The zoo is a space which, on the face of it, offers an exhibition as a commodity. 

Given that the subjects exhibited in the zoo are part of the cultural environment within 

which children are brought up, the relationship between people and animals in general 

is meaningful. The meanings attributed to animals are in themselves a cultural 

product. Urban living does not offer much opportunity for the concretisation of such 

meaningful relationships. Due to the human-made environment within which the zoo 

operates, it fulfils a significant role in being a stage on which some level of interaction 

with animals can take place. 

The zoo does offer some measure of realism; it is after all real animalsiliat people 

look at in the zoo as opposed to a picture or a film. This realism is meaningful in that 

it contributes to knowledge construction with regard to animals. Yet the knowledge 

contributed by the zoo is not necessarily only scientific in its nature in that this 

knowledge does not stop with 'I saw a real lion's claw'; it offers more than that. 

In this chapter I have tried to show that what people experience and practice in the 

zoo contributes to their construction of knowledge about animals and that this 

knowledge is accumulated through processes of socialisation. Socialisation with 

regard to animals takes place on an institutional (schooling) level, within the family, 

through literature, through the media, and through interpersonal interaction. The zoo 

plays a unique role in this process. 

One of the aspects of relationships is the taking up of roles, positions, and rules of 

interaction. These rules of behaviour towards animals cannot take place through 

watching National Geographic on television or gazing at a poster of a travel agency 

featuring a camel. The media can set the nature of the relationship, for example that 

humans exercise domination over animals, or that there exists a moral code of 

compassion towards animals, but the practice of such a moral code takes place in the 

zoo (amongst other places such as game reserves, farms, hunting sports and so on). In 

the zoo parents have the opportunity to socialise their children to follow a certain 

moral code. The architecture of the zoo teaches human superiority of humans over 

animals. Parents teach childre~ whether intentionally or not, which animal is more 
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meaningful for them. Schools confirm scientific knowledge and ignore other kinds, 

such as legends. In so doing, the institution determines the 'real' knowledge worth 

remembering about animals. 

Some knowledge about animals that accompanies visitors to the zoo, is reconstructed 

in the zoo. Outside of the physical border of the zoo, animals carry different 

symbolism which people learn about from many different sources. Yet this pre

constructed knowledge is reconstructed in the zoo. Children's ideas about a lion being 

strong and mighty are accompanied by an additional message, that of human 

domination. From animals being a distant concept, they have acquired personal 

stories, names and unique personalities through visiting the zoo. 

This experience influences meanings attributed to animals and the meanings are 

constantly modified through socialisation in the zoo. 

The idea of society is a powerful image. It is potent in its own right to control 
or to stir men to action. This image has form; it has external boundaries, 
margins, internal structure, its outlines contain power to reward conformity 
and repulse attach. There is energy at its margins and unstructured areas. For 
symbols of society and human experience of structures, margins or boundaries 
is ready to hand (Douglas 1966: 114) 

This quote is in many respects outdated in that it bounds society, which more recent 

modem and post-modem perspectives view as fluid and dynamic. However, there are 

marked spaces within which culture is materialised and expressed. One of these 

spaces is the zoo. It is clearly marked physically as well as conceptually. Inside the 

zoo animals are framed in different enclosures. It is regarded as desirable to enact the 

natural habitat of animals in their enclosures for the benefit of the animal, giving the 

animal the environment it is conditioned to live in. It is also seen as beneficial for 

people who can be educated as to the different ecologies different animals live in. 

These boundaries can suggest danger and unfamiliarity which society feels the need to 

protect itself from as wen as expose itself to. 
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CHAPTER 4 .. Morality in the zoo .. a paradox 

In his book Discipline and Punish: the birth o/the prison, Foucault' defined the 

prisoners as individuals that were taken away from society and away from the 

responsibilities attached to being members of society. The responsibility is removed 

by legal institutions on the assumption that a given individual can no longer be trusted 

not to cause hann to other individuals. The act of putting individuals in a prison 

means that representatives of society do not anow those individuals to exercise free 

agency or fundamental decisions about their lives. Instead, choices are imposed on 

individuals by the institution that then becomes responsible for the prisoner~s 

behaviour (Foucault 1979). Once individuals becomes prisoners they areisolated 

from society and hence live outside the social body. An act of taking away 

responsibility and agency from a human being reduces the person to a status similar to 

that of an animal. Foucault stressed the dehumanisation of criminals: 

On the one hand the criminal designated as the enemy of aU, whom it is in the 
interest of aU to track down, fans outside the pact, disqualifies himself as a 
citizen and emerges, bearing within him as it were, a wild fragment of nature 
he appears as a villain, a monster ... (101). 

Like criminals, animals that can potentially threaten humans are caged, put to death, 

or removed from the human populated environment. The ~ct of putting animals in an 

enclosure however, as in the case of the zoo, is not a form of punishment but a 

preventative act. Like prisoners whose punishment is relative to their crime, animals' 

confinement to their enclosure is relative to their potential ability to harm people. The 

difference between caged animals and caged humans then, is that a person is reduced 

to the status of an animal only after a crime is committed while animals are caged in 

advance since they are seen not to have the capability to judge their actions nor, 

obviously, to have any awareness of human law. 

The status of prisoners is similar in some aspects to the status of caged animals, 

because in both cases subjects are physically restricted from interacting with other 

people or animals or both and are isolated from their natural living environment 

Additional similarities can be found that shed light on the development of human 

rights discourse regarding the lives of prisoners and on animal rights discourse 
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specifically in relation to caged animals. These similarities are significant since the 

concept of human rights relies on social values and morality. This chapter's main aim 

is to look at morality in relation to animals in the zoo as a cultural product of western 

thought. It is then useful to compare the way some morality related discourse 

regarding human imprisorunent is applied by institutions and visitors towards the idea 

of caged animals. 

The new approach to punishment that emerged in the 18th century shifted away from 

the idea of punishment of the body, which became understood as the objectification of 

the prisoner,towards influencingtbe mind of the criminal as ameans of correction. 

Reshaping the prisoner's mind aims to prepare the prisoner to be reintroduced to 

society. Foucault suggests that in fact the new approach did not offer a move away 

from objectification; instead, it offered new and better methods to exercise power 

over prisoners, a power that is far more binding and influential, the power to change 

people's beliefs and ideologies. Hence the new type of power employed is a power 

that aims to substitute metal chains by creating mental chains, using discourse as the 

main tool (Foucault 1979). 

Animals rights discourse revolves around questioning what constitutes unacceptable 

human behaviour towards animals (Turner 1980). Midgley's approach to the 

relationship between animals and humans (1985) is based on a fundamental principal 

where there is an a-moral element to the way humans treat animals. This type of 

criticism also applies to the living conditions of animals in zoos and criticises the idea 

of keeping animals in enclosures. Yet despite animal rights supporters' attempts to 

delegitimise the idea of a zoo, they end up providing the ideology used by zoo owners 

and visitors to continue to sustain zoos. Where prison-related discourse influences the 

minds of prisoners so as to influence their future reintegration into society, animal 

rights discourse gives those that are in the zoo industry and those that visit the zoo the 

tools to further justify keeping animals in a confined envirorunent. 

Conservation discourse provides an additional justification for keeping animals in 

zoos. It is used to justify, morally, the use of animals for the benefit of the ecosystem 

as a whole. Whereas before animals were chained and caged by steel, today they are 

caged by ideas and reason. The discourse is then used as a powerful tool to exercise 
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control and maintain institutions that cage animals. In this chapter I argue that the 

animal rights and conservation discourse claim that the way humans treat the animals 

is unacceptable, does not change the fundamental structure of institutions such as the 

zoo. And that their criticism provides zoo owners with the ideological ground for 

continuation. 

Nevertheless, animal rights discourse does have a profound influence on the ways in 

which people think, feel and act towards animals and 'the environment'. However, 

individuals still use the zoo space, as visitors or as workers. This involvement 

conflicts to some extent with their consciousness of some negative aspects of the zoo 

with respect to its appropriateness as a living environment for animals. Rapport and 

Overing (2000) criticise the Foucauldian approach to discourse, which they claim 

excludes personal agency and personal interpretation of the collective discourses. 

Where Foucauldian theory portrays the individual as a product of collective 

discourses that construct reality and the way in which the world is understood, 

Rapport and Overing put forward the idea that individuals exercise personal 

interpretations of meanings and knowledge. In other words, although individuals are 

aware of discourses and influenced by them, personal agency is the energy that brings 

discourses alive. 

Their approach is relevant to a situation where individuals do not simply enact the 

infonnation fed them by the media with regard to environmental discourse and animal 

rights. Although the popularity of such discourse influences the way people feel and 

think, there exists a personal consciousness and interpretation that enables individuals 

to act or not act upon their knowledge in particular ways. From my conversations with 

95 people, I found that aU of them had been made aware of these kinds of issues 

regarding animals· lives in the zoo through watching television or reading the 

newspaper and other fonns of media. And precisely because they are conscious of 

these various criticisms and often agree with the sentiments expressed, they find 

themselves having to justify their own behaviour which is contradictory. 
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One iHustrative comparison of the kind of conflict workers in the zoo experience can 

be drawn with anthropologists who are involved in development. Anthropologists 

involved in development are very aware of the fundamental contradictions inherent in 

the development process. Critics such as Escobar (1995) make it dear that the means 

used for development in the third world in fact falls short of achieving its stated 

purpose. Gardner and Lewis (1996) emphasise that anthropology's link to 

development is "driven with contradiction", While some anthropologists strive to 

work within the development paradigm, others are engaged with a radical critique of 

the very idea of development. Many anthropologists acknowledge that the 

development industry often works, inadvertently, to the disadvantage of the subjects 

of deVelopment and too Qftf!nresults in making the poor even poorer, Neverth~les_s-,_ 

those who believe that their contribution outweighs the disadvantages, strive to 

balance possible negative consequences and continue to work in development. 

Similarly, workers in the zoo keep animals in less then optimal living condition so to 

allow a bigger contribution to the conservation of endangered animal species.· 

In this chapter people's paradoxical relationship at the zoo is explored as well as the 

mechanisms visitors employ in dealing with these relationships. Furthermore, I look 

at the mechanisms used by those involved in the zoo in dealing with their own 

conflicted position. I argue that both visitors and those who work in the zoo create a 

'moral hierarchy' where their own behaviour is placed on higher moral ground than 

the animal rights discourse arguments and they use the moral hierarchy to position 

their use of the zoo as morally superior to the means used by the zoos. I also look at 

the way the zoo as an institution allows ordinary people who agree with and are 

concerned about animal rights discourse, to actively maintain that which they oppose. 

Mechanisms to manage conflict 
employed by those who are involved in the zoo 

Those who are involved in the zoo are on the other side ofthe fence where they are 

confronted by criticism inspired by animal rights discourse and are criticised by other 

professionals. They have to operate in a controversial atmosphere where they 

understand the needs of animals, with which they sympathise, and at the same time 

cannot supply the animals with a perfect living space. To reconcile this conflict, 
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professionals emphasise that the animals~ confinement and therefore the zoo itself 

contribute towards solving a bigger and more important environmental 'problem' - that 

of the potential loss of these particular animals. 

First mechanism - The animals' living environment is made as comfortable as 
possible in the zoo 

The owner ofTygeroerg Zoo Park mentioned the irrationality behind people's 

disapproval of animals in cage-like enclosures. As far as he is concerned, these 

feelings of compassion are misplaced and are a result of ignorance as to what really 

makes animals content The animals,.he claims., are..happy in the..enclosures he 

personally designed for them. People'S assumption that the Johannesburg zoo's 

enclosures are more beneficial because of their resemblance to animals' natural 

environment, he claimed, is false. Chimps in a closed cage-like enclosure are much 

better off than in an open space, first, because they have a larger variety of 

entertainment facilities such as ladders, rings or poles; second, because in an open 

space it is impossible to give them a ball. which they enjoy, since monkeys throw 

such objects the enclosure border; third, one cannot give them big sticks to climb on 

for exercising since they use those to put against a wall or a water canal to escape : "If 

there is a waH around the enclosure they will climb on top of each other and get out. 

they are just too clever". In John's view, the best thing to do is to put them in a cage

like enclosure, so that they can enjoy all sorts of structures to climb on and various 

facilities to keep themselves entertained, busy and less frustrated. In John's words: "A 

bored monkey is certainly not a happy monkey". There are some contradictions in 

these statements. On the one hand the owner of Tygerberg Zoo Park claims that the 

chimps are happy and on the other hand that the chimps would escape if they could 

manage it. That implies that they are not happy enough to want to stay where they are. 

These contradictions, which I discuss further below, suggest that those reasonings are 

used as mechanisms that are meant to answer moral criticism as to what is good for 

animals and what is bad. rather than to give an accurate picture of the animal's 

contentment with their lives in a zoo. 

But there are times when the owner ofTygerberg Zoo Park prefers rather not to keep 

certain animals in the zoo, in case there are not enough resources and/or space to 

provide them with living condition he considered adequate. That was the case with 
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two elephants John gave away due to the constrained living space. He claimed that the 

bears, on the other hand, have the largest bear enclosure in Africa. This enclosure was 

built recently and he is very happy with the results. The responsibility of providing 

the animals with what are perceived by the zoo owner as adequate living conditions 

however, is not solely in John's hands; the manager of the zoo and his wife share 

responsibilities and concerns. 

The manager and his wife know each animal since they work with the animals on a 

daily basis, to monitor their breeding, feeding, migration patterns and such like. For 

instance, when the lama had complications after giving birth, which resulted in her 

death, her offspring was closely monitoredbYJh~ ~oo manager and his wife which, 

according to them, gave the young lama attention and emotional investment. The 

same happened with the newborn chimp they had to rear at their own home. Just as 

they would do for a human baby, they had to wake at night to feed the chimp, change 

his nappies and see to his wen-being. This kind of close contact leads to a personal 

and emotional relationship with the zoo animals and is expressed as caring for the 

animals' emotional and physical well- being. The manager and his wife are familiar 

with the animals' personalities and this familiarity makes animals important enough 

to them not to want anything cruel or bad to happen to them. 

With regard to the lifestyle of animals in the zoo and its moral interpretation, the zoo 

manager did not indicate any negative feeling or moral problem with the zoo as a 

concept or with specific animals' living conditions in the zoo. He is proud to work in 

a place where quite a few rare species are kept and bred. For instance, the red panda, 

of which only six hundred are left in the world, is successfully kept in this zoo. 

However, it is disappointing to him that visitors do not take much interest in the rare 

animals and do not find them worth looking at. 

The manager also explained that the animals' nutrition is well taken care of and that 

animals in the zoo get the best available fruit and vegetables: "Expenses come off 

taxes so quality does not cost extra". The manager finds it ironic that people offer 

their contribution of left-over vegetables or fruit as a gesture of concern for the 

animals. These domestic leftovers are unnecessary, first. because the animals have an 

the food they need but also because the animals get such good quality food that there 
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is no need for charity such as this. The manager expressed pride in the fact that the 

animals' diet is of high quality. As a manager of the zoo, this is part ofms 

responsibility, which he fulfils as best he can. The quality of food is also an indication 

of the quality oflife that is provided for the animals in the zoo. A good diet translates 

to animal contentment, which indicates a measure of the quality of animals' lives in 

the zoo. 

The concern with animal welfare in Tygerberg Zoo is internal and external in that 

both outsiders and those involved professionally care about the animals' wen being. 

However, John's voluntary explanation with regard to people's misconception of the 

type of enclosures suitable f()LY~ItouS animals was a reaction to direct external 

criticism of the zoo. It has happened several times that members of the SPCA 

disguised themselves as workers or volunteers so that they could look for 

maltreatment of animals and report it to the SPCA. John reported that members of the 

SPCA had objected to the size of the elephant enclosure which they considered too 

small for two elephants. Since he agreed with them and considered it small himself, 

the elephants were moved to another zoo (this however was his version of the story). 

This type of experience poses a threat to the reputation of the zoo as a reliable place 

for keeping animal. 

Rationalizing animals' lives in the zoo as fulfilling is one lilechanism used by 

professionals in dealing with their personal conflict. K. Thorn, (Represented the 

Aquarium management's related view) also believes that animals should be placed in 

optimum conditions. It entails a large investment to make sure that marine animals' 

artificial environment is as close as possible to their natural habitat. The Cape Town 

aquarium's architecture allows optiInaI conditions due to its size and technologically 

advanced equipment. The type of conditions that marine aniInals require make it 

possible to create an artificial environment that is very close to the ocean's natural 

settings. Unlike land animals, claims Ms Thorn, marine creatures are easier to please. 

Pleasing, however, is related to physical conditions rather than emotional investment. 

Ms Thorn does not know the animals personally, nor has she developed a close 

relationship with the animals in the aquarium. However, she understands the danger 

of extinction some aniInals face and her concern stems from her aesthetic appreciation 

for sea life as a whole. 
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One of the tour guides at the aquarium reported that before becoming involved in the 

aquarium he had been a chemistry teacher in high school and held a bachelor degree 

in zoology. Since retiring he has been involved in voluntary work at the aquarium on 

Fridays and volunteers his services to the Cape Town Botanical Gardens for the rest 

of the week. Regarding the happiness of the animals in the aquarium, he said: "The 

fish are quite happy. In the tanks they have everything they need; fresh water, plenty 

of food and company. With the little brains they have, they don't reany think that 

much". 

Second mechanism - The zoo serves as a place of refuge for destitute animals 
that have been abused or badly neglected 

The manager indicated that not aU animals are bought by the zoo. Some are adopted 

from zoos that closed as a result of bankruptcy or maltreatment of animals; some are 

adopted from zoos abandoned because of war in the area. For instance, two of the 

chimps in the zoo were 'rescued' from the Angolan zoo, which became neglected due 

to ongoing civil war there. 

The bears at Tygerberg Zoo Park were received from a zoo that went bankrupt, and 

the bears' newly built enclosure, about which the manager said: "It doesn't look very 

nice but they have all they need", was shown as evidence ofthe recent addition of the 

bears to the zoo. The manager's wife commented that they would rather make the 

animals' environment as beneficial to the animals as possible, than make it pleasant in 

the eyes of the pUblic. "People", she said "are more concerned with pleasing their own 

eyes [meaning conscience] than with the animals' optimal living conditions". 

Third Mechanism - The zoo's contribution to conservation 

The manager of Tygerberg Zoo Park ridicules people's attempts to feed the animals 

which, he claims, is a reaction to people's assumption that animals in the zoo are in 

need of extra food. This behaviour is seen as a criticism on one hand, and an 

expression of human moral action on the other. To counteract these criticisms, 

professionals assess their moral behaviour through perceiving their contribution to the 

zoo as a means to a positive end, namely, saving some animal species that otherwise 

could become extinct Seeing themselves as playing an important part in the 'bigger 
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picture', they are able to justify their rejection of outsiders' moral criticism. At the 

same time, professionals involved in the zoo are aware of their limitations in meeting 

everything most animals kept in the zoo require. It is obvious that an enclosure cannot 

possibly provide optimal living space. Therefore professionals have to justify the 

keeping of animals in zoo conditions not only to the public but also to themselves. 

Prof. Griffith, of the Zoology department at the University of Cape Town, also shares 

the opinion that enclosures that resemble animals' natural environment are beneficial 

to the animals. ""In general", he said, ""There are good zoos and bad zoos. The bad 

zoos are there for the sole purpose of making money. The good zoos are involved in 

the conservation of wild species and education"". However, he added that the optimum 

conditions for animals in a zoo occur where there J~_a ~@ulation ofthe animals' 

natural habitat to ensure that the animals can act the way they would in the wild In 

the United States and in England, for example, people can watch the animals 

behaving as they would in the wild and that, he claimed was far better than seeing 

them depressed or frustrated in a cage. He noted that organisations such as the SPCA 

are involved in such criticism and that not ali zoos were involved in education or 

conservation. In his view zoos had had to change what they offer in order to survive: 

To keep selling entertainment without catering for public opinion and attitudes 
wouldn't have worked. The public conscience has to be catered for, and so 
zoos have to offer something that will justify their existence and that the 
public will feel right in supporting. 

These comments indicate that although the zoo is not an absolutely optimal 

environment there exists a higher cause, a purpose that is beyond concern with the 

comfort of numerous animals but is concerned with the future of entire species, the 

future of animals as a whole. This purpose is not only for the benefit of animals but 

also for the benefit of human beings for whom the absence of animals poses a threat. 

It is well known that the eradication of animal species from the planet win cause 

ecological imbalances which will affect the entire world ecosystem. This apocalyptic 

risk is to be avoided and zoos participate in the attempt to educate people about 

conservation on one hand, and on the other, to try and 'save' 'endangered' species. 
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Moreover, in support of zoos, Prof. Griffith said: 

I see the importance in having a zoo in an urban environment since otherwise 
children wouldn't be able to see real animals and would have to do with 
'Daffy Duck'. However it is important that children be educated in the zoos 
and the zoos must be managed properly to depict animals as they are and not 
as objects of entertainment. 

This involvement with conservation is an institutional mechanism to be able to justify 

the zoo's continuation. As mentioned earlier, zoos were not always involved with 

conservation. Therefore to be able to defend themselves they have to take a moral 

stand, seen as a higher moral stand,· where the compromise of animals' lives in the 

zoo is for a higher cause: the future ofthe planet. A scale is used to measure to what 

extent a given zoo is bad or good The indication rests with the fulfilment of certain 

requirements about the living condition of animals, the nutritional intake of animals 

and the personal care and involvement of the workers in the animals' lives and wen 

being. These indicators provide the ground on which a zoo owner can defend the 

zoo's level of compliance with the requirements for being a good zoo, or argue 

against a certain requirement as is the case with the owner ofTygerberg Zoo Park 

who disagrees with the assumption that open enclosures are necessarily better than 

closed ones. 

Education towards conservation 

K. Thorn expressed her idea ofthe aquarium establislnnent's contribution to the 

preservation of ocean wildlife. She sees a challenge in changing people's attitudes and 

feelings towards sea creatures. People do not feel the same affection towards a fish or 

a crab that they feel towards a panda bear or a lion cub and this lack of affection 

towards ocean animals detracts from the level of people's compassion and interest in 

the preservation ofthese animals. The consequence of people's exposure to sea 

creature, Ms Thorn hopes, win be the desire for these creatures to survive despite the 

fact that their survival would not be apparent in people's immediate environment. If 

people are unaware that certain species possess desirable qualities, they will not be 

aware of the problems that lies in the absence of those species from their 

environment. Through the enthusiastic presentation of sea animals it is possible to 
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include them in what people perceive as their immediate environment, despite the fact 

that the majority would not interact directly with these animals in their daily lives. 

The educational purpose then is to encourage the incorporation of a new aspect, the 

ocean, usually ignored and dismissed, into the familiar concept of what constitutes the 

environment 

In some cases, the comfort of animals in different kinds of zoos, is not seen as 

important in some of their education methods, particularly for children. Such was the 

case in two different educational activities in which I took part. In one instance, when 

I joined the aquarium" s educational department, a trailer was used to transport sea 

animals in plastic containers to a school. Although each container was pumpecL'Yjth 

air and the water was kept at a suitable temperature, the conditions were not by any 

means optimal. The animals were taken in and out of the containers so that the school 

children could touch them and while the teaching took place the animals were in the 

sun for six hours. However, this compromise was considered ultimately for the benefit 

of marine animals, I was told by the head of the education department. The purpose is 

to take animals to schools that cannot afford to visit the aquarium and try to 

familiarise children with these animals. Familiarisation is seen as a tool to create 

awareness and teach the children tolerance and a sense of obligation towards these 

animals. 

Education for purposes of human socialisation 

Another example of compromising the animals' environment for the sake of 

education and entertainment occurs at the Bee Farm, where the strong emphasis on 

education is the sole purpose of the visit. It became clear that in this zoo there is less 

concern with the living conditions of the animals than in their potential as an 

educational and entertainment facility for children. The sole focus is to teach children 

about the bees' physiological capacities and their behaviour using an approach almost 

entirely anthropomorphic, so that the bees' social structure seems very similar to 

human social behaviour. No emphasis was put on conservation because bees are not 

an endangered species. Is it for this reason that their living conditions are not 

questioned? Or is it perhaps because they are insects? 
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The focus of the visit, and the message behind the perfonnance at the bee fann is to 

teach children about human interaction and co-operation, through using the example 

of bees' social structure. 

Visitors' (mainly families) moral views of the zoo 

From conversations I had with visitors both in the zoo and outside, I have come to 

realise that many adults visitors disagree with the very concept of a zoo. Their 

disagreement rests upon a moral evaluation that zoo animals are unhappy. I found that 

adults assume the lives of animals in the zoo to be unsatisfying in that putting animals 

in enclosure is believed to restrain animals from acting as they would in their natural 

environment where they have the freedom to be self sustaining. Activities such as 

hunting, running, socialising or even running away from humans are all activities that 

most of the animals in the zoo are deprived of. Thus, whereas, those that work in zoos 

are satisfied with the living conditions of animals in the zoo, visitors express their 

disapproval openly. 

For example, in a conversation I had with a little girl and her grandmother while they 

were looking at the cheetahs, I asked the girl if she was enjoying her visit to the zoo. 

The girl answered: "I guess. I don't think there are zoos in Sardinia", Grandma 

explained that the girl and her family moved to Sardinia a year ago and that her 

grandchild had come to South Africa on a holiday, so she decided to take her to the 

zoo. Grandma: 

I don't like the zoo! Looking at animals in cages. But it is the only way to see 
real animals. Game reserves are too expensive. I have been in a game reserve 
once but we didn't see anything at all. In the zoo animals just lie down. 
They're doing nothing. I would not go to a zoo like in Johannesburg. At least 
here you can breathe some fresh air. 

This sympathetic feeling towards animals in a zoo was also expressed by 40 students 

from veT. In the words of one: "I would never take my children to the zoo nor would 

I go myself to such a place. It is completely wrong the way animals are kept. It is 

disgusting to put animals in cages". He also said that he intended to take his children 

to a game reserve. 
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He believes it important to make it possible for children to experience animals since 

children have to experience aU aspects of the environment in which they live for their 

education and development. 

Not everyone expressed this opinion in quite such a strong way. Nevertheless, the 

general opinion was shared by many of the adults I have spoken to. 

In an attempt to see whether children share these adults opinions, I asked different 

groups of school children what they thought about the zoo and whether they were 

enjoyingtbernselves.·On one occasion a ten -year old boy said that he prefers to go to 

the zoo rather than a game reserve since (t As; ~asier to see the animals. He said that in 

a game reserve sometimes it is impossible to see animals at all. In addition, there is a 

greater variety of animals in the zoo. Other school children spoke to also did not 

indicate any moral judgement about the zoo's architecture or the animals' lifestyle. 

ChHdren were very busy with their own experiences and own enjoinment. However. it 

should be noted that I also did not ask direct questions related to moral issues, as I 

wanted these issues to corne from the children or adults themselves. 

Many comments of this nature made it clear to me that adult visitors are not 

comfortable with their use of this space and find the need to rationalise their 

contradictory behaviour. Visitors find it necessary to negotiate their opposing feelings 

because despite their negative view of the zoo, and their sympathetic feeling towards 

the animals, they still use the zoo for their own benefit. The visitors' conflicts are 

fundarnentaHydifferent from workers' conflicts. The workers find it necessary to 

negotiate between the external moral criticism of the zoo and their involvement with 

it. Visitors, on the other hand, negotiate an internal conflict where their own personal 

opinion contradicts the fact that they still use the zoo. This conflict was dealt with by 

the visitors by the use of particular reasoning employed to make sense of senseless 

behaviour. 

Parents' as wen as childless adults' most commonly mentioned that their reason for 

visiting the zoo was the importance of this experience for children's mental and 

emotional development. Coming to the zoo then was not an experience parents 

desired but an experience they felt obliged to give their children as part of good 
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parenting. One mother accompanying a school group expressed her opinion about the 

children's experience in the zoo thus: 

It is important that children visit the zoo because otherwise there is no other 
way they can see real animals. At the same time I feel sorry for the animals in 
the cages. I feel it is important to tell the children that the fact that the animals 
jump in their cages or shout is not necessarily because they are enjoying living 
in the cage. Children have to be aware that this is not an ideal life for animals. 
(Parent accompanying Table View School) 

Children are the reason behind the visit yet at the same time they are the receivers of 

parental moral behaviour, which fulfils parents' obligation as socialisers and investors 

in children's formal andjnfonnal education. As opposed to the owners of zoos, who 

would jeopardise their own existence by depicting animals in the zoo as unhappy, 

parents highlight the discomfort of animals. 

Mothers' demonstration of sympathetic and compassionate feelings towards some of 

the animals in the zoo was directed not only at the animals but also at the children. In 

a typical situation, when a family stood in front ofthe lions, the mother held her child 

whilst drawing its attention to herself and saying: "Shame he's got a sore on his ear" 

or "Look he is bored" or "Don't give him this, it is not good for him" or "Don't tease 

them, shame, they're frightened". In making comments about the animals' well being 

or indicating what is kind behaviour and what constitutes cruel behaviour. mothers 

gave their children a moral lesson, reinforced by showing certain attitudes towards 

animals such as kindness, consideration, or compassion, all of which are regarded as 

demonstrating good will and righteousness. Teaching children morals and values with 

regard to attitudes towards animals is seen as important enough to justify using the 

zoo since this type of socialisation benefits both children and animals. In 

communicating these values, parents enact the messages zoo owners want visitors to 

absorb, namely, kindness to animals through familiarisation. 

When I joined Bay-Mount School (three classes, ages twelve years, gender mixed 

school) after their lunch break, the children were allowed to wander around as they 

pleased while completing their projects and I joined one of the groups that was 

accompanied by a teacher. I happened to overhear a comment one teacher made to 

another: 
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I have a baby and I would probably take him to the zoo in Johannesburg where 
animals are portrayed in their natural environment. It gives more of an 
indication of how animals live, and it is less cruel. I think it is important for 
children to see how these animals look in real life. 

The examples above give some indication of the nature of people's objections. 

People's statements are straightforward yet their mechanisms in dealing with that 

which is said are less obvious. The act of telling children that animal behaviour inside 

the enclosures should not be interpreted as happiness is a statement with far more 

purpose than the simple transmission of a piece of infonnation. In this comment lies a 

.moral messagedirect.ed at the~hild. The message indicates that there is something 

unhappy about zoo animals' lives that in tum indicates negativity offered by an 
_." ~-.~. --- --

authority figure - a parent. By delivering this message to the child, the parent fulfils a 

just act in which an unjust situation is not left to be, but rather is addressed. The act of 

addressing is in itself an action against the unjust, in the form of verbal protest. 

Therefore, through the process of socialisation by which parents or teachers expose 

children to animals, they are fulfilling their moral obligations towards children. At the 

same time, part of this educational exposure includes informing the child of the 

unethical state of the zoo animals which is in itself an act of protest against an 

immoral act. In reconciling the contradiction between giving children the message 

that the zoo is not a good place, yet bringing the children to the zoo, parents use 

verbal protest as a mechanism to perform a moral act while an immoral act takes 

place and use their moral act as justification for their presence in this space. Yet some 

parents use the zoo's moral messages and justifications as a tool for making 

themselves feel better about using some zoos. Such is the case where people prefer to 

go to zoos they assume are seen to be providing better living conditions for animals. 

For example, some think that the Johannesburg Zoo offers better living conditions for 

animals than Tygerberg Zoo Parle Hence, although parents use different mechanisms 

from those who work in the zoo, some of the mechanisms used express the moral 

messages zoos promote. 

Teaching morals in the zoo - the school context 

School curricula offer more than mental and physical stimulation to children; they are 

also directed at promoting the moral and spiritual development of pupils in 

preparation for adult life. Although the South African legislation's main concerns are 
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with issues such as distance education, equal rights for all children, and the 

incorporation oftelecommunication in schools, children's spiritual and moral 

development are a significant aim of the schools' curricula (Department of Education, 

2002). At some schools children are encouraged to say their morning prayers, they are 

disciplined by teachers or senior pupils and are introduced to moral issues which are 

open for debate. 

With increasing international as well as national awareness of an emerging 

environmental crisis, the South African government sees a real need to include 

environmental conservation issues in school curricula. As discussed in Chapter One, 

the responsibility people take as protectors and.sayi9\!fS of the environment puts 

people in a superior position where they are accountable for their actions towards that 

which is their responsibility. There exist various private publications of books whose 

educational purpose is to teach about environmental conservation. One such 

publication used by primary schools is Inspirations for environmental education 

(Wade and Hughes 1994). This book promotes holistic ideas about people and the 

environment and promotes individual participation in the 'protection' of the 

environment and the rational use of natural resources. Due to its moral stance, this 

approach provokes educational discussion of moral issues in the classrooms and in the 

zoo. 

However, awareness of such discourse does not begin and end in the classroom; such 

issues are discussed within the family and amongst adults generally. During the visit 

to the zoo, children's behaviour towards animals is supervised and guided by teachers, 

parents, other adults, older siblings or professionals working at the zoo. Looking at 

adults' reactions to children's behaviour in the zoo, it was clear that 'inappropriate' 

behaviour was discouraged while 'suitable' behaviour towards animals in the zoo was 

encouraged. However, as I demonstrate below, the characteristics of morally related 

discipline or enactment varied in accordance with the person's social or professional 

role, namely, mothers, teachers, environmentalists and so on. 

An example of subtle moral messages can be found in teachers' discipline of children, 

where the children's behaviour is criticised. During fieldwork, I observed a group of 

twelve school children while they were observing the spider monkeys. I understood 
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from the teachers that the visiting school specialised in teaching children with 'special 

needs'. The teachers demanded strict discipline from the children. They aU had to stay 

together and foHow the teacher's instructions. Children were not allowed to prolong 

their stay around the cages unless the teachers approved it, or to interact with the 

animals in any way. When the teachers saw me feeding the animals they asked 

whether I was allowed to do so. I said I was not sure but that I was not giving the 

monkeys human food but rather local fruit found on a tree in the zoo, which I thought, 

would not harm them. I offered fruit to some children so they would be able to 

experience feeding the monkeys. The teachers were not very pleased since they 

perceived my behaviour as wrong not only because of the zoo~s strict regulations but 

also because feeding the animals is seen as behaviour that might put the animal's 

health at risk from consuming inappropriate food. However the teachers did not 

criticise me. 

Other schoolteachers and parents who accompanied the children gave similar 

messages. Some behaviour was restricted by the zoo rules whose purpose is to protect 

animals from maltreatment so that people who observed the rules are seen as 

protecting the animals from harm. Yet not only zoo regulations were fonowed, but 

behaviour that was thought inappropriate because it could disturb the animals' peace 

was also restricted - for instance, children were not allowed to kick the cage, or the 

animals, or to throw things at them or give them objects. 

Thus during the visit to the zoo children were taught that causing animals distress is 

disapproved of by authority figures such as teachers. It was wrong not only because 

one should follow the zoo's regulations but also because there are some types of 

behaviour that are agreed upon by adults to be wrong. The discipline of children by 

the majority of visitors especially in the context of a school outing. as weB as the 

agreement with zoo regulations, shows that those visitors felt the need to take 

personal responsibility for their behaviour towards animals, and in doing that to show 

kindness to animals who are subjugated to them. During the visit to the zoo, then, 

children's behaviour towards animals was modified and directed, and moral 

judgement of children's behaviour was voiced by adults. 
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As I have indicated, not all adults deliver the same moral message to children; on the 

contrary, some parents and some teachers encouraged the very behaviour others 

discouraged, for example, actions such as teasing animals, feeding animals with 

sweets, throwing objects on them to provoke reaction, and such like. Children 

imitated this behaviour and both children and adults found these activities very 

amusing and entertaining. However such behaviour was not ignored; adults were 

usually disciplined by professionals who work in the zoo. But with the attempt of 

those involved in the zoo to correct adults' and children's behaviour, children receive 

mixed massages. One of the instances where mixed messages were delivered occurred 

when a teacher accompanying children from a junior school amused the pupils by 

provoking the animals. He gave the animals sweets, and made gestures i!1~mattempt 

to imitate the chimpanzees. It gave me the impression that some of the teachers and 

pupils enjoy their interaction with the animals in very much the same way. The 

teachers did not try and prevent or discipline the children from feeding or frightening 

the animals, as did teachers from other schools, until the zoo's manager passed by and 

asked the teacher to stop feeding the animals with sweets. Other similar incidents 

where parents were asked to stop feeding the animals occurred but were infrequent 

and most of the people I observed adhered to the zoo regulations and to a behavioural 

code that encouraged sympathy towards animals and concern for their wen being. 

Some of the moral innuendoes communicated in the zoo are not directly 

communicated in a clear statement of dissatisfaction. Some subtle and implicit moral 

ideas are conveyed either by what people say, or through the use of certain 

tenninology. The choice of words people use to describe certain animals or tell a 

personal story about an encounter with some animals reflects their impressions and 

interpretation about these animals' behaviour. For instance describing sharks as 

'vicious hunters' or 'temperamental' attributes the shark with agency and character that 

are anthropomorphic. A shark kills to feed itself, yet since the way in which a shark 

kills provokes fear, his methods of collecting food are morally judged by humans. 

This negative terminology is also associated with 'animality' that is equal to 

irrationality, especially where humans are the potential meal. Hence since some 

animal's behaviour is judged by people to be wrong, cruel behaviour towards a shark 

is seen to be more legitimate then it would be towards animals seen as harmlesslkind 

to humans, such as a zebra. 
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To illustrate the moral evaluation people attach to animals' ways of killing or 

defensive behaviour, here are some examples of conversations that took place next to 

some enclosures in Tygerberg Zoo Park: One group of eighty children from St. Louis 

School, accompanied by a teacher, were busy feeding the monkeys sweets, drawing 

each other's attention to various of the animals' anatomical characteristics and 

pointing out the animals' amusing behaviour. Later, I saw the same group in front of 

the anaconda glass enclosure where one of the teachers explained to the children how 

the anaconda kins its victims. The children were fascinated and while she was talking 

they made gestures to imitate choking. Children's personal stories started to come up. 

One little boy told his friend about his father who was attacked by an anaconda, 

another girl told an anecdote about her relative who hlld_a11_encounter with this snake 

but managed to "escape". These stories' main subject was the animal's act of attack 

against humans, which made the anaconda, although an impressive hunter, not a very 

popular snake in the eyes of the children. 

Even less popular were the venomous snakes. Since the signs in the zoo are written in 

English, I was helping Xhosa-speaking children to read. I was encouraged by the 

children to give an indication of how venomous the snakes were and their reactions to 

were fear, disgust or amazement. During my research in the aquarium, similar 

expressions took place, specifically next to the shark tank. Adults and children gazed 

at the sharks swimming in circles and made remarks about their teeth, and the shark's 

ability to use its teeth to tear a person apart and its ability to grow new teeth if 

necessary. Adults mentioned movies such as Jaws, bringing images of sharks 

ambushing people in the water. The same kinds of conversations took place next to 

the lion's and crocodile's enclosures. These remarks reflect the moral value people 

attach to animal behaviour, values that are borrowed from human social relations and 

the boundaries associated with what is acceptable behaviour and what is not. These 

boundaries are applied to animal behaviour that threatens humans. 
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Discussion 

In the zoo people relate to animals morally on two different levels. The adults' 

deliberate kind behaviour towards animals is meant to reflect their moral intentions 

and attitudes. Parents intentionally verbalise their compassion towards animals in 

front of their children; teachers discipline children for what they see as immoral and 

unjust behaviour towards animals; zoo owners put forward moral messages to portray 

themselves as saviours of neglected or endangered animals. One can see the different 

ways in which the different users of the zoo put f'lrward their own morality, and at the 

same time each also uses the others' mechanisms. Schools make pupils aware of the 

importance of zoos to conservation, and use the zoo regulations to discipline children 

about wrong behaviour towards animals~ ::some parents feel more comfortable visiting 

zoos where they believe the animals are more comfortable and so use the zoo's moral 

message to sop their conscience. And zoos provide facilities for children such as 

puppets shows and so on to assist parents and schools in educating children about 

human behaviour towards animals. 

Animals are also looked upon and related to as moral subjects, since their behaviour is 

judged. People then use their own moral interpretation of behaviour to make moral 

sense of animals' behaviour. The concept of judgement of animals has its roots in 18th 

century European anthropomorphism. During the 18th century animals were put on 

trial for wrong doing to people. These trials were embedded within the perception of 

animals and their role in human society (Cohen 1996). Animals' actions were thought 

to have a malicious intention. Evidence for this point of view was the use of words 

such as 'committed' or 'perpetrated', which were used in court cases to describe an 

animal's act of violence. However the perceptions of animals' acts of violence 

towards humans were not the same as perceptions about human to human violence; 

the latter was seen as an inversion of the order of the universe, an unnatural act. At the 

same time in history, animals could carry the burden of communal guilt. In some 

cases associated with crime, the criminal acts were associated with animals, thus 

symbolizing their guilt. The association was meant to reflect the nature of the crime 

committed. This phenomenon is clearly demonstrated in the 'backward ride' where 

convicted criminals were carried to execution riding backwards upon a donkey 

(Cohen 1996). To this day animals are thought to have some measure of agency 

measured by western notions of morality. Since animals are thought to be capable of 
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immoral behaviour towards humans, people's behaviour towards animals can be 

justified. Such is the case with the encagement of a snake or a shark, understood to be 

dangerous not only because of their need to eat but with an attribution to them of 

agency directly negative towards humans. 

Conclusion 

Arluke (1996), in her chapter 'Managing Emotions in an Animal Shelter' asks the 

question of how institutions can transform ordinary people, who theIIl..!relves may own 

dog~ or cats as pets, into workers who kill these same species. Although her study was 

carried out in an animal shelter in England, her question revolves around conflicting 

behaviour, whereby people who are animal lovers find enough moral justification to 

kill animals. 

In the zoo, visitors manage their contradictory behaviour using a moral hierarchy 

whereby children's education and good parenting justify the use of a morally 

compromised space. By adhering to a certain moral hierarchy, visitors as wen as 

professionals can put their actions into an acceptable perspective. In the case of the 

visitors, children's education is fore grounded Doing so allows the adults to shed aU 

personal responsibility and to feel that they have compromised on their own 

emotional comfort for a higher cause. At the same time visitors still use criticism of 

the zoo architecture as a moral statement/tool which makes them an active agent 

acting for the benefit of animal well being. (Of course some people believe zoos to be 

wholly immoral and avoid them completely. Avoiding the zoo translates to not 

participating in an immoral act and hence not behaving immorally towards animals). 

Those who are involved in the zoos, however, are forced to manage not only their 

own pantdoxical behaviour but also external criticism. Different mechanisms are used 

by those who are involved in the zoo; they maintain that the purpose of the zoo 

justifies the means. Therefore, although they concede that animals are not kept in 

optimal conditions, the institution's involvement in an international effort for animal 

conservation justifies the compromise oftheir living conditions. 
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Those who are involved in zoos portray the lives of animals in the zoo as satisfactory 

and claim that animals do not suffer in any way but are treated wen and enjoy a 

satisfactory life in the zoo. 

These rationales for the same ethical questions targeted at humans' behaviour towards 

animals contradict each other since, on the one hand, there is an awareness that 

animals are not in optimal conditions and on the other hand there is an effort to 

portray the life of :mimals in the zoo as comfortable. It seems that the actual reasoning 

is irrelevant. It is thus necessary to interpret the meanings behind the reasons zoo 

owners put forward to explain the nature of their involvement in the zoo. What is 

important is what they are used for. In other wor~!h:e _reasons fulfil their purpose as a 

type of mechanism of rationalisations since those that work in zoos do not try and 

make sense of their reasoning, but rather try to make sense of their actions. Using 

these mechanisms allows both visitors and those who are involved in zoos to support 

both moral criticisms of the zoo and the zoo itself. 

The mechanisms people use reflect the need for syncretism between a new moral 

discourse and an old institution, because these contradict each other. In addition, the 

zoo is supported by the public (people pay money to enter, and therefore sustain the 

zoo financially) which in fact supports the kind of human-animal relationship the zoo 

practices and demonstrates, a relationship of ownership and moral superiority 

whereby human morality is used in the establishment ofthe human-animal 

relationship. Being the product of cultural interpretations, these mechanisms are 

2 From the history ofthe zoo it is evident that zoos were not always targeted by moral criticism but 

rather that such criticism is a recent phenomenon. In 1732 the Jardin des Plants that served as the 

national museum of natural history in France, was presented as a serious collection of animals and 

plants, maintained in the cause of knowledge and progress. In the 18th century it had a reputation as one 

of the most reputable institutions in Paris, where many scientists were able to form their theories 

because of the opportunity to observe living specimens. Disciplines such as chemistry, physiology, 

geology, physics, botany, zoology and philosophy were all encouraged to use the garden. The public, 

however, used this space as a source of amusement and entertainment and took their children to see the 

animals just as they took them to the carnival on holidays. The garden had a good reputation amongst 

intellectuals and the idea of establishing a zoological garden as a source of education for Londoners 

was considered by English gentlemen (Hahn 1967). 
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dynamic and flexible and as such allow social and institutional structural and 

conceptual changes. This flexibility is a cultural tool used to incorporate change, yet 

at the same time preserve fundamental attitudes such as human superiority over the 

'brute creation'. 

Since the owners of zoos are well aware of adult visitor's potential conflict they cater 

for it by providing rationalisation through signs (as I discussed in Chapter Two) and 

through providing entertainment facilities for children. By their choice of words, 

informative signs in the zoo propagate to the visitors human behaviour towards 

animals that is just. One large sign on the biggest chimpanzee enclosure indicates that 

these chimpanzees were adopted by some individuals. On another enclosure the sign 

indicates that these chimpanzees were "rescued" from a zoo where they had been 

neglected and left without food or care. On one of the walls in the cafeteria there are 

photographs of children and adults holding! hugging zoo animals they have adopted in 

the zoo. These kinds of signs indicate that some zoo animals are alive because of 

individuals' acts of compassion. In the aquarium, although individuals are not 

personally involved with the act of saving, information is given to the public that 

portrays' endangered' species as rescued. The act of 'rescuing' is indicative of a 

strong agent who takes care of the weak. Framing a living being as "endangered" also 

indicates that there exists a subject in need of help. This type of giving is regarded as 

charitable, which in western society is perceived as one of the highest moral acts one 

can do. Thus by offering the visitor this information the zoo designers make the 

visitor party to such just behaviour because they are contributing financially to the 

continued functioning of the zoo. These institutional mechanisms act as a sop to the 

conscience of adults whose main aim in visiting the zoo is to benefit their children. 

The facilities available for children in the zoo provide additional sources of 

entertainment. The different toys available in the Aquarium, for example, are 

designed in the shape of anthropomorphised animal characters that children can ride 

and play with. Further entertainment at the Aquarium includes puppet shows for 

children, creative rooms where they can draw pictures of the animals they saw, and 

different equipment for children, such as microscopes that they can learn how to use. 
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In Tygerberg Zoo Park as the owner noted, children can run around barefoot and have 

enough space to entertain themselves away from the concrete surroundings ofurban 

living. 

By catering to the parents' main objectives and priorities as well as the adult visitors' 

moral sensitivities, the zoo as an institution provides further instruments that appeal to 

the visitors and assist them in feeling more comfortable about taking part in behaviour 

that contradicts their morality. The institution takes active and deliberate actions to 

encourage people who agree with and are concerned about animal rights discourse, to 

take an active role in supporting and maintaining behaviour towards animals even 

. though they might disagree with the fundamental asp~~tof a zoo, namely, the 

encagement of animals. 
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Chapter Five .. Conclusion 

The study of a relationship, mainly based on virtual experience and very little on 

practical experience, is a product of modern urban western living and technological 

advancement. Urban life style allows little concretization of experience ofiliat which 

is so much part of western culture, namely, animals. An urban setting is conducive to 

very little interaction with those animals people read about, watch on National 

Geographic programs, or observe in the zoo. Yet some animals' continuous physical 

absence does not necessarily translate to them being erased from the ideological and 

conceptual part of urban living. At the same time, animals are not only preserved as a 

concept but also physically experienced by some. Since people do not share their_ _ __ 

immediate environment with most of the animals exhibited in zoos, the nature of the 

experience of those species in zoos (also) changes from what it might have been if 

those animals were part of people's living environment. 

In a western urban environment, experience with animals has to be purchased -

whether a book, a television show or a visit to the zoo, monetary value is attached to 

experiencing human-animal relationships. The environmental condition under which 

this relationship is maintained, shapes it and at the same time allows other 

relationships and experiences to take place. As demonstrated in Chapter Four the zoo 

architecture is influential at various levels. On one level it demonstrates an awareness 

of current prominent discourses of animal rights and conservation in that it offers 

more then ever before in the history of its existence, living conditions for animals that 

are seen to be an improvement on the past. On a different level the zoo architecture 

represents human domination over animals by using animals as a commodity and 

preventing them from harming people while people are watching them. On yet 

another level the zoo architecture caters for visitors' conflicting feelings about the 

lives of animals in the zoo by providing adults and children with an environment that 

is educational and entertaining, and by providing visitors with information that 

soothes their conscience. 
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As demonstrated in Chapter Two, the zoo is also an urban space where processes of 

socialisation can be carried out through interaction with animals. Not aU types of 

socialisation are directly linked to animals; some revolve around gender roles in the 

family and the roles of siblings in the context of a family outing. The gender roles 

demonstrates in the zoo conform to stereotyped of male and female behaviour, for 

instance, that women behave in an emotional soft, compassionate way while men are 

more playful and informative. It also confirms stereotypes with regard to family 

hierarchy where older siblings can exercise authority over younger sibling. Thus in 

the space of the zoo many subliminal messages and behaviours take place as a result 

ofitsmban context llS well us "tbe"zoo designer's ongoing response to the current 

hegemony with regard to moral issues ofhuman-animal.int.eraction. 

In this thesis I looked specifically at the contribution of the zoo as an urban space to 

facilitate human-animal relationships. However, I positioned the zoo as an integral 

part of a global animals - and - nature related industry and the experience in the zoo 

as linked to other types of human experiences of animals through the media. 

The zoo plays a significant part on both a national and collective level as well as on 

an individual level. On the national level it represents a world-view of human 

domination over animals and plays a part in a national movement for environmental 

conservation. It also provides a sample of the local indigenous species and in that way 

allows the recapturing of an extended environment that is beyond the zoo's physical 

border. On an individual physical as well as cognitive level, individuals can link their 

personal knowledge and experience with animals whose existence is beyond their 

immediate environment. Furthermore, in the zoo individuals undergo processes of 

socialisation where pre-constructed knowledge is reconstructed and meanings 

attributed to animals undergo change. People's activities in zoos are not necessarily 

purpose-driven but are, at least in part, a consequence of the public aspect of its urban 

context. Professionals use this space to fulfil their zoological interests as wen as to 

eammoney. 

This study has shown that processes of behaviour rationalisation take place in the zoo. 

The need for rationalisation, however, indicates that there exist contradictions within 

the realm of human-animals relationships. The origins of these contradictions derive 
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from an ongoing animal rights and environmental conservation discourse yet the real 

interest of this study lies within the question of whether these discourses affect the 

basic western human-animal relationship. In light of what this study demonstrates, 

namely that rationalisations are used by people to justify their own contradictory 

behaviour, it appears that in fact ownership and superiority of humans over animals is 

the fundamental relationship behind institutions such as the zoo in addition to the 

environmental and conservation activities that takes place there. This relationship is 

practised through a mask of individual or institutional mechanisms of justification that 

respond to popular discourse, but do not change an ancient western relationship of 

human domination over animals~The zoo as a product of this relationship is not there 

to bring change but to provide enough soothing flexibility to enable cultural factors to 

sustain the relationship. 

Further research can be done on people's disposition to different animals that they are 

exposed to as part of an urban lifestyle. A comparative study could give a more 

complete picture of the way the human-animal relationships are formed and the 

different cultural influences that shape these dispositions. That kind of study could 

clarify different types of influential knowledge. It could also provide some insight 

into people's preferences with regard to different types of experiences with various 

animals. Further study could shed light on the different symbolism that makes one 

animal more important or loved and another undesirable or even an enemy. Human 

fear for instance is extracted from the experience in the zoo. When this fear is 

removed, education and socialisation take its place and people can read about the 

animals or observe them without the urge to run away. And fear is not only directed at 

a lion; some people are terrified of mice and some of spiders. The question is how this 

fear influences symbolism as well as the different symbolism fear produces in relation 

to a lion as opposed to its influence on the symbolism around the concept of a 

cockroach. 

Urbanisation is a phenomenon of the 21 st century, which intensifies exponentially as 

time progresses. In light of this global process it will be beneficial to study the 

different influences urbanisation has on people's disposition to animals. It would also 

be interesting to compare the influence of urbanization in geographically disparate 

regions and at the same time look at the influence of environmental global processes 
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on these regions. Looking into the future, this kind of study would be valuable for 

better understanding the ever-changing cultural mechanisms employed in the ancient 

co-existence between humans and that which is not human. 
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